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1.- Introduction 

 

Nucleic Acids Flexibility (NAFlex) is a web interface for the study of Nucleic Acids Flexibility. 

Presentation 

We present a web-tool for the analysis of flexibility of nucleic acids, both isolated and protein-bound. 

NAFlex allows the user to incorporate structures from the Protein Data Bank, filling gaps and removing 

structural inconsistencies if any. It also allows to build canonical (average or sequence-adapted) nucleic 

acid structures using a variety of predefined internal libraries and to create specific nucleic acids 

conformations. 

 

NAFlex offers a variety of methods to explore nucleic acids 

flexibility, from a colour-lessworm-like chain model to a base-pair 

resolution elastic model of flexibility and evenatomistic molecular 

dynamics (MD) simulation. Within the MD-

framework NAFlex uses theMDWeb platform to perform all the 

set-up of the simulation (structural validation and correction, 

solvation, minimization, thermalization, pre-equilibration, and 

equilibration) following well-tested procedures. Simulations can be 

prepared to launch GROMACS, NAMD or AMBER calculations with any of the commonly used 

force-fields and solvent models. 

 

Trajectories, obtained either in situ or provided by the user, can be visualized and analyzed using a 

large number of tools, including helical analysis, principal component analysis, local and global 

stiffness, energy decomposition and NMR-observable predictions. The website is free and open to 

all users and there are no login requirements. 
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2.- Getting Started 
 

NAFlex interface 

NAFlex holds a personal workspace where 

structures and trajectories are stored. 

 

Data is structured in "projects". A project is 

opened with an initial structure (coming either 

from a sequence or directly from a PDB file), or a 

trajectory. All operations are based on that initial 

input. 

 

Data in the project is organized in a tree that 

outlines the history of every object back to the 

initial one. 

 

Structures and trajectories are added to 

the tree once available. 

 

The available operations and workflows are 

defined according to the type of the data. 

User Registration 

NAFlex gives the possibility to work as an anonymous user, or as a registered user. 

 

Warning: Anonymous users' projects will be removed once disconnected or when session 

expires (after some minutes of inactivity).  

 

On the other hand, Registered users' projects will be stored in our disks for a reasonable 

time. A capacity of 2 GB of disk space will be assigned for each registered user. Additional 

disk space can be allocated upon request. 

New Project 

NAFlex offers four main entry options:  

 Simulation (Single Structure): Starts from a structure (PDB format), setup and run a MD simulation. 

 Analysis (MD Trajectory): Starts from a trajectory (usual MD trajectory formats), analyse, get 

information or convert between MD trajectory formats. 

 DNA/RNA Simulation from Sequence: Starts from a sequence, obtain a 3D structure from a nucleic 

acid sequence. 

 Upload past NAFlex Project: Upload a previously stored NAFlex project.
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3.- Structure Checking 
 

Structure Checking 

In a Molecular Dynamics simulation, the correctness of input structures is crucial. Small errors in the input 

structure may cause MD simulations to became unstable or give unrealistic trajectories. 

The purpose of the initial Structure checking 

page is to check for the most common 

problems in the input of MD simulations, 

allowing the user to select possible solutions 

when available. Besides, structure checking 

allows to select fragments of the system to be 

simulated in the case that alternate models or 

multiple subunits are present in the incoming 

structure. 

An interactive JMol applet window provides 

additional help in assessing the significance of 

errors found. Please note that MD itself can 

correct some of the problems found (specially 

steric clashes), but other can be only be 

corrected by editing the structure beforehand. 

 

The checking consists in a list of possible 

options to choose for the system to be simulated: 

 Structure Model. 

 Structure Chain/s. 

 Residue/Atom Alternate Locations. 

 

And a list of possible problems: 

 Unusual Distances/Non Consecutive Residues. 

 Steric Clashes. 

 Residue Insertions. 

 Metal Ions. 

 Ligands. 
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Structure checking codes are: 

 Ok: no problems found. 

 Warning: important information or options to choose. 

 Error: will probably cause MD failure. 

Please note that in case of having a protein-DNA/RNA complex, the checking page will have additional 

protein-specific checks. To obtain information for these analysis, user is encouraged to read the corresponding 

section on our MDWeb platform. 

 

Choosing Structure Model 

For PDB files containing multiple models (common for instance in NMR obtained structures), only one of the 

models can be simulated. The interface shows a list of possible structure models to choose. When chosen, all 

checking parameters are automatically recomputed with the selected model. 

 

 
 

 

Choosing Structure Chain/s 

For structures containing several Chains, user can select the ones to be included in the simulation. A Jmol applet 

helps in the identification of the chains, highlighting them when passing over the name with the mouse pointer. 

Be careful that selecting non complete structures may lead to unrealistic MD trajectories. Please note that DNA 

sduplex trands are commonly placed under two different chain identifiers. 

http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/MDWeb/help.php?%3E
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Choosing Atom/Residue Alternate Locations 

Alternate Location indicators are used for atoms where more than one position is detected. Within a residue, all 

atoms that are associated with each other in a given conformation are assigned the same alternate position 

indicator. User can choose the residue alternate location of interest helped by a Jmol visualizer applet. 
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Unusual Distances/Non Consecutive Residues 

When building nucleic 3D structures from a nucleotide sequence, it is quite usual to end up having non realistic 

bonds, or consecutive bases too far away from each other. This situation gives unrealistic structures where 

nucleic acid molecule is split in several unconnected fragments. Simulation of such structures will give untrusty 

results and should be corrected before continuing the dynamic simulation. NAFlex detects gaps both from the 

residue numbering and from non-realistic bond distances. 

 

Atom Clashes 

Atoms that are too close in space can have a problem of energetic repulsion. NAFlex provides the list of atom 

pairs and the corresponding distances that can have potential problems. Most of clashes come from over-

compactation of crystal structures and are naturally corrected on system setup or MD equilibration, but may lead 

to a significant distortion of the structure. Steric Clashes are the most common ones, and are defined as atom 

pairs with less than 1Å apart. 
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Metal Ions 

Metals (Mg, Zn, Mn, Mo, Ni, Fe, Ca, Co, Cu, Hg, Cd, Ag, Au) are usually found making coordination 

complexes with Nucleic Acid bases (or protein residues). Metal complexes involve a complex chemistry and are 

not normallly covered by standard force-fields as they require a complete re-parametrization of both metal and 

ligands. Simulations of such complexes would normally require the setting of distance restrains to maintain the 

coordination structure. 

  

 

Residue Insertion 

PDB specification contains an optional field, named Residue insertion code to allow structure providers to match 

residue numbering between molecules from different sources when insertions and deletions occur. Simulation 

setup will remove such field and renumber residues accordingly. The NAFlex checking page shows the set of 

residues with insertion codes in the Jmol applet. 
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Ligands 

The majority of the structures in the Protein Data Bank have a non-standard residues included, identified as 

"heteroatoms" in the structure. Molecular dynamics force-fields contain parameters for standard amino acids and 

nucleotides but not normally for such compounds. To include a ligand in the simulation, the complete 

description of the ligand structure and the corresponding force-field parameters should be provided. NAFlex 

contains an extense library of already parameterized ligands that can be included in the simulation ("known 

ligands"). The complete list can be found in the corresponding help section. In the checking step, the presence 

of ligands in the structure, as well as the availability of the corresponding parameters library will be tested. In the 

case of unknown ligands, not available in the library, user will be prompted for the corresponding parameter 

data. 

Please note that the default behaviour of NAFlex checking phase is to remove ligands from the structure. 

 

 
 

 

the default behaviour of NAFlex checking phase is to remove ligands from the structure. 

 

 

http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=ligandParams
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4.- Ligand Checking 
 

Ligand Checking 

The majority of the structures in the Protein Data Bank have a non-standard residues (known as heteroatoms or 

ligands). Molecular dynamics force-fields are designed to work with standard amino acids or nucleotides. To 

include a ligand in the simulation, a complete description of the molecule as a parameterization file must be 

provided. 

Ligands are divided in two groups: Known and Unknown, depending on the ligand parameters availability. 

Known ligands correspond to a database of heteroatom used on our MoDEL library, and can be incorporated to 

the simulated system. For the unknown ones, NAFlex gives the 

user the possibility to upload parameter files (in Amber format, 

lib/frcmod). 

If parameter files are not uploaded, the ligand will be removed 

from the structure. Please note that to avoid inconsistent systems, 

the default option is to remove ligands, even the known ones. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For Unknown Ligands, a tanimoto coefficient against all our MoDEL library 

is run, giving the user the three more similar molecules found in our database. 

To know the Tanimoto coefficient user just have to hold the mouse pointer 

over the ligand name for a second. 

 

Please note that choosing a similar ligand could raise to setup problems 

depending on the differences between the ligand in the input structure and the similar one. 
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Atom name match window 

Finally, in both groups (known or unknown), atom naming of the ligand needs to be checked. Atom names in 

non-standard residues found in the PDB structure can differ to those in the available parameter files. To generate 

a consistent structure, atom names should match. To make this process easier, NAFlex opens a new window 

with two synchronized JMol applets, showing the incoming (PDB) ligand structure (left window) and the library 

ligand (right window). 

 

 

 

 

If the two ligands are siimilar to each other, both structures will be showed with the same orientation, and 

rotation of the structures will be synchronized. 

 

In the middle of JMol windows, there is a matching table. The first column shows the ligand atom names as 

appear in the incoming PDB file, while the second one shows the atom names contained in the ligand parameter 

file. For atoms having different names, user can use this central form to do the necessary corrections. Atoms 

located under cursor are highlighted in the corresponding JMol applet, thus allowing the correct identification. 

 

This process can only be skipped when the ligand is mono-atomic, as in the case of ions (Auto link). 
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5.- Workspace 
 

Workspace 

Users in NAFlex have their own workspace. 

User workspace appears just after login. In the workspace, all user's projects are shown. Name of the project, 

last modification date and disk usage is displayed. 

This page acts as a project repository. Users can identify a specific project to open, remove it from the 

workspace (note that this implies erasing all data included in the project) or download it. 

 

Projects downloaded will be provided as a single compressed fil, that should be stored locally. Those project 

files can be uploaded at a later time from NAFlex start project page. This will help to save disk space and in the 

case of non-registered users to resume their projects in further sessions. 
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Structures 

Once into a project, NAFlex interface has a hierarchical organization, starting from the base structure/trajectory 

(root of the tree) and going down applying operations and building new branches. 

From the initial base object, a set of operations can be applied. These available operations are selected 

automatically depending on the nature of the structure. This helps the user to follow the right sequence of 

operations. The type of structure is shown as an icon at the left part of the object name (See Icons). 

 

 

Operations 

Clicking on one of the project branches, a toolbox with the available operations appears. Operations can be 

divided in Molecular Dynamics tools (setup, simulation/optimization, analysis), and visualization tools (rasmol, 

Jmol). 

Other operations include downloading results in a compressed tgz file, view logs of the operation, or delete the 

entire branch. 

 

Toolbox icons:: 

 
Operations 

 

Perform a new setup operation on the selected structure. 

 

Perform a new simulation/optimization. 

 

Perform a new analysis on the selected trajectory. 

 

Visualize structure using Rasmol compatible viewers (plug-in required). 

 

Visualize structure using JMol. 

 

Show log file 

 

Download results in a compressed tgz file. 

 

Delete item from the workspace. 

http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=icons
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Operations List 

When choosing either setup, simulation/optimization or analysis operations, a selector with all the services that 

can use the specific structure type as an input will appear. Some of these services are simple processes, whereas 

others are workflows involving preorganized sets of operations. 

 

 

Services Parameters 

For services having input parameters, a specific form will appear, including the recommended values. 

 

 

 

Service Parameters Example 
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When selecting a service, a question mark icon appears next to the selection list. Passing over this icon with the 

mouse pointer triggers a small window with the most important information about the service and parameters. 

For workflows, the set of steps is described. Clicking at the question mark icon a complete service description is 

shown. 

 

 

Quick Help Information Example 

Visualization 

Data can be visualized at any point during the process of setup or analysis. For three-dimensional structures or 

trajectories, Rasmol scripts or a JMol visualization applet is offered with just a click. In case of JMol applet, a 

new window will be opened with the visualization, together with some pre-configured JMol options such as 

structure representation (Atoms, Ligands, Wireframe, Backbone, Cartoon, HBonds) and Color (Structure, Chain, 

byElement).  

 

Please note that this functionality is disabled when working with big trajectories.  

 

 

 

JMol Visualization Example 
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In the analysis part, 2D plots (RMSd, Bfactors x Residue, etc.) can also be automatically visualized 

with NAFlex.  

 

 

Analysis Plot RMSd Example 

 

In Nucleic Structure Flexibility Analysis, each of the operations offered have a specific graphical interface. 

These operations are: 

 Helical Parameters 

 Stiffness Constants 

 Principal Components 

 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Observables: J-Couplings 

 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Observables: NOE's 

 Canonical Hydrogen Bond Analysis 

 Atom Pairs Distances 

 Stacking Energies 

 Distance Contact Maps 

 

For an extensive tutorial showing all the possibilities offered by these graphical interfaces, please refer to 

the corresponding help section.  

 

http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=tutorialAnalysisNA
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Distance Contact Map Example 

Download Project 

As NAFlex user has only 2GB of disk space for his/her own projects, a tool for downloading projects is offered. 

Downloading projects once finalized allow users to save them in their own machines, thus freeing user space. 

These projects could then be restored to NAFlex at a later date.  
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6.- Icons 
 

Icons 

Projects menu 

 

Open project 

 

Download all project items in a compressed file, that can be restored back to NAFlex 

 

Delete project from the workspace (all items will be deleted). 

Data types 

 

PDB Structure 

 

PDB Structure + PSF Topology (NAMD format). 

 

PDB Structure + PARMTop Topology (AMBER format). 

 

PDB Structure + Top (& ITPs) Topology (GROMACS format). 

 

MD Trajectory. 

 

MD Trajectory CRD Amber ASCII format. 

 

MD Trajectory DCD CHARMM/X-PLOR/NAMD Binary format. 

 

MD Trajectory XTC Gromacs Binary format. 

 

MD Trajectory NetCDF (Network Common Data Form), machine-independent binary data format for 

array-oriented scientific data. 

 

MD Trajectory compressed with Pcazip, using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithms. 

 

Amino Acid sequence with an associated feature value as an array of real vaues (e.g. Bfactor x residue). 

 

Data as an XY array (e.g. RMSd vs time) 

 

Nucleic Acid Flexibility Analysis 

Data status 

 

Data computed and stored correctly. 

 

Data not yet available, process is still running. 

 

Data not available, process has failed. 
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Operations 

 

Quick info about the operation. 

 

Perform a new setup operation on the selected structure. 

 

Perform a new simulation/optimization procedure. 

 

Perform a new analysis. 

 

Visualize structure using Rasmol compatibles viewers (plug-in required). 

 

Visualize structure using JMol. 

 

Download object in a compressed tgz file. 

 

View log file. 

 

Delete item from the workspace. 
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7.- Input 
 

NAFlex Input Options 

NAFlex offers four main entry options:  

 Simulation (Single Structure):  

Starts from a structure (PDB format), setup and run a MD simulation. 

 

 Analysis (MD Trajectory): 

Starts from a trajectory (usual MD trajectory formats), analyse, get information or convert between MD 

trajectory formats. 

 

 DNA/RNA Simulation from Sequence: 

Starts from a sequence, obtain a 3D structure from a nucleic acid sequence. 

 

 Upload past NAFlex Project: 

Upload a previously stored NAFlex project. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=uploadingStruct
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=uploadingTraj
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=uploadingSeq
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=uploadingPast
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NAFlex Input Options: DNA/RNA Simulation From Sequence 

The DNA/RNA Simulation from Sequence option allows NAFlex users to upload a nucleic acid sequence, raw 

or as a FASTA file, to obtain a 3D structure. User may choose among several kinds of structures: 

 Right Handed B-DNA 

 Left Handed B-DNA 

 Right Handed A-DNA 

 Right Handed A-RNA 

 Right Handed A'-RNA 

 

 User Defined DNA/RNA: Possibility to change a set of helical parameters. 

 

 DNA generated using ABC average helical parameter values. Sequence-dependent: each base pair 

step is assembled using corresponding average helical parameters. 

 DNA generated using experimental X-ray average helical parameter values. Sequence-dependent: 

each base pair step is assembled using corresponding average helical parameters. 

 

 Coarse-grained DNA Model: Mesoscopic Elastic Model (at Base Level). 

 Coarse-grained DNA Model: Worm-Like Chain Model (one bead x 4 Base Pair Steps). 

 

 

Input from Sequence 
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NAFlex Input Options: Simulation From Structure 

When Simulation (Single Structure) option is chosen, user can input the molecule structure uploading a PDB 

file (*) or just entering a PDB/Swiss-Prot code. 

 

 

 
 

(*) Please note that user provided structures must follow PDB File Format v.3.30 (July 13, 2011). The most 

relevant points to consider are: 

 A Non-blank alphanumerical character is used for chain identifier. 

 Non-polymer or other “non-standard” chemical coordinates, such as water molecules or atoms presented 

in HET groups, use the HETATM record type. 

If Simulation (Single Structure) option is chosen, user will be redirected to the Structure Checking page. 

 

 
 

 

http://www.wwpdb.org/documentation/format33/v3.3.html
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=checking
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NAFlex Input Options: Analysis (MD Trajectory) 

If Analysis (MD Trajectory) option is chosen, a new project is created with the input trajectory as the root of 

the tree (base object to work with) (See Workspace). Note that NAFlex has a limit file size of 100 MB. 

 

Different input files are required depending on program and trajectory formats 

(NAMD/Amber/Gromacs). Gzipped files are accepted. 

 

Gromacs Trajectory Input Files Example 

 

 

NAMD/Amber Trajectory Input Files Example 

 

NAFlex admits the compressed PCZ format, which can be very useful when uploading trajectories, because of 

the file size limitation of the server. Compressing an all-atom trajectory saving a 90% of the explained variance 

can produce a trajectory up to 200 times smaller in size than the original one, and with no significant loss of the 

original flexibility information. More information about PCZ format can be obtained from:  

 

 PCAZip Homepage (CCPB Nottingham) 

 

 PCASuite Homepage (MMB Barcelona) 

 

 

PCZ Compression of Nucleic Acid Trajectory Example

http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=workspace
http://holmes.cancres.nottingham.ac.uk/pcazip/
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/software/pcasuite/pcasuite.html
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NAFlex Input Options: Upload past NAFlex project 

 

The Upload past NAFlex Project option allows NAFlex users to upload projects, previously stored using the 

Download Project utility. 

 

 

 

Upload Project 

 

As NAFlex user has only 2GB of disk space for his/her own projects, a tool for downloading projects is offered. 

Downloading projects once finalized allow users to save them in their own machines, thus freeing user space. 

These projects can then be restored to NAFlex at a later date.  

 

 

 

Download Project 
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8.- Simulation Engines 
 

NAFlex Simulation Engines 

NAFlex offers a variety of simulation tools obtain dynamic information of nucleic acids. Basically the server has 

two main kind ofSimulation Engines:  

 Atomistic Molecular Dynamics Simulations:  

Molecular Dynamics Simulations with fully atomistic representation, in which all atoms (usually 

including the solvent's) are considered explicitly. 

 Coarse-Grained Simulations: 

Coarse-Grained Simulations, where collections of atoms (number of them depending on the desired 

resolution) are represented by a few spherical beads connected by springs. NAFlex implements a couple 

of Coarse-grained algorithms, one at Nucleotide-Base Level (Mesoscopic Elastic Model) and another 

one at 4xBase-Pair Level (Worm-Like Chain Model). 

 

 
 

Atomistic Molecular vs Coarse-Grained Representation ( J.Chem.Phys. 126, 2007 ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=md
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=cg
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NAFlex Atomistic Molecular Dynamics Simulations 

Since first simulation of biomacromolecules in 1977, molecular dynamics (MD) has experienced a long 

evolution, and, at present, it is a mature technique that can be used to obtain an accurate picture of the dynamics 

of complex systems with atomistic detail.  

 

Molecular Dynamics (MD) is a deterministic technique which allows predicting a system’s future states based 

on its actual state defined by positions and impulses of all particles. Its foundations are based on the laws of 

classical mechanics which define the equations of motion used to generate successive configurations and thus 

progress the system through time. 

 

Newton’s second law of motion describes the acceleration of a particle i of mass mi along a coordinate xi. The 

force Fi acting upon particle i depends on the positions of all other particles in the system which makes its 

potential energy surface extremely complex and impedes direct integration. Instead, tedious numerical 

integration in small time steps are needed, making MD simulations computationally costly.  

 

Forcefields link a structure’s atomic coordinates to a potential energy. Since every structure refers to one 

configuration in the proteins conformational space the forcefield gives a complete description of the proteins 

potential energy surface.  

 

Forcefields consist of two components, the Bonded terms and the Non-bonded terms. Bonded terms are those 

describing bond, angle, and dihedral interactions whereas Non-bonded terms account for distant interactions and 

describe electrostatic and Van der Waals interactions.  

 

 

Despite all its power the practical use of MD is limited by three factors: 

    i) the uncertainties of classical force-fields. 

    ii) the required computational power. 

    iii) the high level of expertise needed to use the technique. 
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Focusing in the last point, it should be remarked that setting up a system for simulation requires from the 

combination of a series of operations, many of them to be performed manually, and a number of decisions that 

demand a significant degree of expertise. The end result is that newcomers to the field face a stiff learning curve 

and that in some cases (for example when supercomputer resources are used) setting-up of simulations can 

represent a period of time similar to that of deriving the trajectory. These problems reach a maximum in high-

throughput projects, where thousands of trajectories need to be launched, what forces the development of 

automatic tools for mimicking human expertise in launching (and then analyzing) MD trajectories. 

 

 

 

MDWeb: Molecular Dynamics on Web 

 

Atomistic Molecular Dynamics Setup (preparation of the system to be 

launched) and Simulationin NAFlex are powered by our web 

server MDWeb and the web-services 

package for Molecular 

Dynamics MDMoby.  

 

 

Within the MoDEL project we have developed a series of tools that allowed 

us to launch and analyze around 2,000 trajectories with little human 

intervention. An evolution of our original workflows is made available in our MDWeb server as a general tool, 

not linked to any specific simulation package, to help naïve users to prepare completely systems for simulations, 

and that allows expert users the use of MD in the high-throughput regime.  

 

The software tool developed in MDWeb is presented as a fully integrated web-services-oriented software 

platform to perform molecular dynamics (MDMoby), and its web portal MDWeb server. The technology has 

been adapted to be accessed as web-services following the BioMoby framework. MDMoby can be accessed 

with web-services clients and also programatically through suitable APIs(INB-BSC). A number of pre-prepared 

pipelines are also available to help non-expert users in the use of standard simulation procedures. 

 

The web portal MDWeb provides a friendly environment to setup new 

systems, run test simulations and perform analysis within a guided interface. 

Setup files can be prepared for Amber, NAMD, and Gromacs (other formats 

will be incorporated in the future) and analysis can be carried out using any 

standard trajectory format. 

 

Additionally, the platform is interfaced to our flexibility analysis software FlexServ, so providing coarse-grained 

simulation, and advanced flexibility analysis tools for Proteins. 

 

 

 

 

http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/MDWeb
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/WebServices
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/MoDEL
http://www.biomoby.org/
http://inb.bsc.es/
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/FlexServ
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NAFlex Coarse-Grained DNA algorithms 

NAFlex provides a couple of Coarse-grained algorithms to obtain a dynamic view of a DNA molecule in a lower 

resolution: 

 

 

 DNA Elastic Mesoscopic Model (Base level) 

 DNA Worm-like Chain Model (one bead x 4 base pair steps) 
 

DNA Elastic Mesoscopic Model (Base level) 

The Elastic Mesoscopic Model represents an intermediate level of resolution (base pairs) and potential energy 

complexity. It assumes that DNA deformations can be approximated as the addition of harmonic distortions of 

equilibrium base-pair step geometries. Three rotational (twist, roll and tilt) and three translational (slide, shift 

and rise) degrees of freedom are considered, which allows us to define the Hamiltonian as: 

 

with: 

 

 

where kB is the Boltzman constant, T is the absolute temperature, E is the energy associated to the 

deformation ΔX, and k stands for the different stiffness constants defined by the 36 elements of the stiffness 

matrix (Ξ): Twist (w), Roll (r), Tilt (t), Rise (s), Slide (l) and Shift (f). The stiffness matrix (Ξ) can be obtained by 

the inversion of the covariance matrix generated from either analysis of Molecular Dynamics trajectories or from 

the analysis of dinucleotide step variability in the crystal structures of DNAs and DNA-Protein complexes. In all 

cases samplig was obtained using MonteCarlo simulations in the helical coordinate space following DNAlive 

protocol.  

 

Once a movement in helical coordinates space is accepted by Metropolis test, the corresponding Cartesian 

structure of the fiber is generated, thus finally obtaining a trajectory for a later analysis with NAFlex and/or 

video visualization using JMol java scripts. 

 

http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=cg#DNAlive
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=cg#WLC
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DNA Worm-like Chain Model (one bead x 4 base pair steps) 

 

 

NAFlex implements a Worm-Like Chain (WLC) Montecarlo algorithm to obtain acoarse-grained DNA 

dynamics.  

 

In Worm-Like Chain Model, the DNA is interpreted at the 

lowest level of resolution. The combined Worm-Like chain 

(WLC) model ( Jian et al, J.Comp.Phys. 136, 168-179 ) 

includes a mechanical and an electrostatic potential. In this 

treatment, a DNA segment is represented as an elastic chain of 

N beads, each bead comprising 4 base pairs (one bead x 4 base 

pair steps), connected by N-1 inter-bead segments of average 

length l0=1.36 nm. To account for the torsional deformation, a 

local coordinate system is fixed to each DNA bead, and a set of 

Euler angles { αi, βi, γi } that transform from the coordinate 

frame of bead i to that of bead i+1 are defined.  

 

The total potential energy is a sum of stretching, bending, torsion, and electrostatic contributions:  

E = ES + EB + ET + EDH 

 

 

The stretching energy ES, is specified by: 

 

where li is the length of segment i and h is the stretching force constant. The value of h was set to 100 KBT/l0
2
 by 

Jian et al., where KB is the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature.  

 

The bending energy, EB, is given by: 

 

where βi is the Euler bending angle of segment i relative to segment i+1, and P=50 nm
-1

 is the DNA bending 

persistence length.  
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The torsional energy, ET, is computed as: 

 

where C=2×10
-19

 erg∙cm is the consensus value for the DNA torsional rigidity constant, and the equilibrium 

angle ϕ0=2πl0/a depends on the helical repeat parameter a=3.55 nm.  

 

Finally, the electrostatic energy, EDH, is modeled using the Debye-Hückel potential that accounts for screening 

by monovalent ions in solution: 

 

where v is the salt-dependent effective DNA linear charge density, D is the dielectric constant of water, rij is the 

distance between the centers of beads i and j, and k is the inverse Debye length. As done in Jian et al., the 

parameter v is calculated through the procedure developed by Stigter (Stigter, D., 1977, Biopolymers, 16, 1435-

1448) to treat DNA electrostatics, in which the solution to the Poisson-Boltzmann equation for an infinitely long 

and uniformly charged DNA cylinder is approximated to a solution of the Debye-Hückel equation for a uniform 

charge density.  

 

Equilibrium phase-space sampling is achieved through a Metropolis Monte Carlo procedure. At each step, a 

pivot DNA bead and an axis passing through it are selected at random, and one of the following trial moves is 

attempted:  

 (a) local rotation or translation with respect to the chosen pivot axis; 

 (b) global rotation of the shorter part of the chain (i.e., from the pivot DNA bead to either the first or last 

bead) through the chosen pivot axis. 

The two moves are uniformly distributed in ranges {–δ, +δ } and the values of δ are determined so that the 

acceptance ratio lies around ~30-35%.  
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9.- Analysis Tools 
 

NAFlex Analysis Tools 

NAFlex offers a variety of analysis packages for mining nucleic acids trajectories. They can be grouped in two 

main families:  

 Standard Cartesian Analysis:  

Basic trajectory cartesian analysis such as Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSd), RMSd per Nucleotide, 

Radius of Gyration (RGyr), Bfactors, etc. 

 Nucleic Acids Flexibility: 

Set of different Flexibility analysis of Nucleic Acids: Helical Parameters, Principal Components (PCA), 

HB/Stacking energies, NMR-observables, etc. 

 

 
 

NAFlex Analysis Examples 

 

 

 

http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=cartesian
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=naFlex
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NAFlex Standard Cartesian Analysis 

NAFlex implements a set of Standard Cartesian Analysis taken directly 

from our MDWeb server. The most important ones are listed below.  

 

Apart from these ones, operations to transform between trajectory 

formats, extract snapshots or slices from trajectories, tools to 

compress/uncompress trajectories (pcazip tool) are also implemented. 

More information about all of these operations can be found 

inMDWeb help pages (MDWeb Operations).  

  

Plot RMSd along the trajectory 

Root Mean Square deviation along the trajectory. 

Programs: Ptraj from AmberTools package (Binpos, Crd, DCD, NetCDF trajectory formats). g_rms from 

Gromacs package (XTC trajectory format). 

 Possibility to select a subset of atoms/residues from the whole system. 

 User defined Mask only available for ptraj-compatible trajectory formats (Binpos, Crd, DCD, 

NetCDF). 

  

Plot RMSd x Residue 

Average Root Mean Square deviation per residue along the trajectory. 

Programs: Ptraj from AmberTools package (Binpos, Crd, DCD, NetCDF trajectory formats). g_rmsf from 

Gromacs package (XTC trajectory format). 

 Possibility of use a reference structure (PDB format). 

 Possibility to select a subset of atoms/residues from the whole system. 

 User defined Mask only available for ptraj-compatible trajectory formats (Binpos, Crd, DCD, 

NetCDF). 

  

Plot BFactor per residue 

Gets Bfactor values per residue from a Trajectory. 

Programs: Ptraj from AmberTools package (Binpos, Crd, DCD, NetCDF trajectory formats). g_rmsf from 

Gromacs package (XTC trajectory format). 

 Possibility to select a subset of atoms/residues from the whole system. 

 User defined Mask only available for ptraj-compatible trajectory formats (Binpos, Crd, DCD, 

NetCDF). 

http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/software/pcasuite/pcasuite.html
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/MDWeb/help.php?id=ops
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Radius of Gyration 

Plot Radius of Gyration along the trajectory 

Programs: Ptraj from AmberTools package (Binpos,Crd,DCD,NetCDF trajectory formats). g_gyrate from 

Gromacs package (XTC trajectory format). 

 

 Possibility to select a subset of atoms/residues from the whole system. 

 User defined Mask only available for ptraj-compatible trajectory formats (Binpos, Crd, DCD, 

NetCDF). 
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NAFlex Nucleic Acids Flexibility Analysis 

Analysis offered by NAFlex for Nucleic Acid structures can be divided in seven main fields: 

o Helical Parameters 

o Principal Components 

o Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Observables 

o Base Pair Canonical Hydrogen Bonds 

o Atom Pairs Distances 

o HB/Stacking Energies 

o Distance Contact Maps 

NAFlex Nucleic Acids Flexibility Analysis: Helical Parameters 

Using Curves+, NAFlex offers a complete study of Nucleic Acids Helical Parameters: 

 Backbone Torsions 

 Axis Base Pairs 

 Intra-Base Pairs 

 Inter-Base Pairs 

 Grooves 

 Stiffness 

 

Backbone Torsions 

The three major elements of flexibility in the backbone are: 

 Sugar Puckering 

Sugar Puckering annotation is done by dividing 

the pseudo-rotational circle in four equivalent 

sections: 

 North: 315:45º 

 East: 45:135º 

 South: 135:225º 

 West: 225:315º 

These four conformations are those dominating sugar conformational space, in agreement with all available 

experimental data.  

http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=naFlex#TutAnCurves
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=naFlex#TutAnPCA
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=naFlex#TutAnNMR
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=naFlex#TutAnHBs
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=naFlex#TutAnDist
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=naFlex#TutAnStack
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=naFlex#TutAnContMaps
http://gbio-pbil.ibcp.fr/Curves_plus/Curves+.html
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=naFlex#Backbone
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=naFlex#AxisBP
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=naFlex#IntraBP
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=naFlex#InterBP
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=naFlex#Grooves
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=naFlex#Stiffness
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 Canonical Alpha-Gamma 

 

 

Rotations around α/γ torsions generate non-canonical local 

conformations leading to a reduced twist and they have been 

reported as being important in the formation of several protein-

DNA complexes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 BI-BII Population 

 

 

The concerted rotation around ζ/ε torsions 

generates two major conformers: BI and BII, 

which are experimentally known to co-exist in a 

ratio around 80%:20% (BI:BII) in B-DNA.  

 

 

 

 

Axis Base Pairs 

 

 

Translational (x/y-displacement) and rotational (inclination, tip)  parameters related to a dinucleotide Base 

Pair. 

 

 X-displacement: Translation around the X-axis. 

 Y-displacement: Translation around the Y-axis. 

 Inclination: Rotation around the X-axis. 

 Tip: Rotation around the Y-axis. 
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Intra-Base Pairs 

 

 

Translational (Shear, Stretch, Stagger)  and rotational (Buckle, Propeller, Opening)  parameters related to a 

dinucleotide Intra-Base Pair. 

 

 Shear: Translation around the X-axis. 

 Stretch: Translation around the Y-axis. 

 Stagger: Translation around the Z-axis. 

 Buckle: Rotation around the X-axis. 

 Propeller: Rotation around the Y-axis. 

 Opening: Rotation around the Z-axis. 

 

 

 

Inter-Base Pairs 

 

 

Translational (Shift, Slide, Rise)  and rotational (Tilt, Roll, Twist) parameters related to a dinucleotide Inter-

Base Pair (Base Pair Step). 

 

 Shift: Translation around the X-axis. 

 Slide: Translation around the Y-axis. 

 Rise: Translation around the Z-axis. 

 Tilt: Rotation around the X-axis. 

 Roll: Rotation around the Y-axis. 

 Twist: Rotation around the Z-axis. 
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Grooves 

 

Nucleic Acid Structure's strand backbones appear closer together on one side of the 

helix than on the other. This creates a Major groove (where backbones are far 

apart) and a Minor groove (where backbones are close together). Depth and 

width of these grooves can be mesured giving information about the different 

conformations that the nucleic acid structure can achieve. 

 Major Groove Width. 

 Major Groove Depth. 

 Minor Groove Width. 

 Minor Groove Depth. 

Stiffness Constants 

Elastic force constants associated 

with helical deformation at the base 

pair step level were determined by 

inversion of the covariance matrix in 

helical space, which yields stiffness 

matrices whose diagonal elements 

provide the stiffness constants 

associated with pure rotational 

(twist, roll and tilt) and translational 

(rise, shift and slide) deformations 

within the given step.  

NAFlex Nucleic Acids Flexibility Analysis: Principal Components 

Following Essential Dynamics algorithm (ED), the orthogonal movements describing the variance of a system 

trajectory is obtained by diagonalization of the covariance matrix.  

 

The result of the analysis is the generation of a set of eigenvectors (the 

modes or the principal components), which describe the nature of the 

deformation movements of the protein and a set of eigenvalues, which 

indicate the stiffness associated to every mode.  

 

The eigenvectors appear ranked after a principal component analysis, 

the first one is that explaining the largest part of the variance (as indicated 

by the associated eigenvalue). Since the eigenvectors represent a full-

basis set the original Cartesian trajectory can be always projected into 

the eigenvectors space, without lost of information.  

 

Each of the eigenvector obtained from Principal Component 

Analysis of a trajectory is called a Principal Component. The associated eigenvalue indicates the amount of 

variance explained by the component. The Collectivity Index gives a measure of how many atoms of the protein 

are affected by a Principal Component. 
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NAFlex Nucleic Acids Flexibility Analysis: Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Observables 

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) is a technique that exploits the intrinsic magnetic properties of 

certain atomic nuclei to determine physical and chemical properties of their environment. NMR can provide 

detailed information about the structure, dynamics, reaction state, and chemical environment of all kind of 

molecules, including very complex ones such as nucleic acids and proteins.  

o J-Couplings 

o Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) 

 

 

J-Couplings 

 

 

Vicinal 
1
H-

1
H Coupling Constants (

3
J-Couplings) are scalar 

couplings between protons located three bonds away (H-C-C-H).  

 

Vicinal J-Couplings are empirically correlated with the dihedral 

angle (H-C-C-H) through the so-called Karplus equation.  

 

 

 

 

NOEs 

 

 

Nuclear Overhauser Effect is the transfer of 

magnetization from one nuclear spin to another 

via cross-relaxation. The intensity of NOE cross-

peaks between two particular protons depends on 

their relative distance ( Inoe = 1/d
6
 ).  

 

Proton-proton distances derived from 

NOEs are the most useful NMR parameters for 

structure elucidation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=naFlex#Jcoupling
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/NAFlex/help.php?id=naFlex#NOEs
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NAFlex Nucleic Acids Flexibility Analysis: Base Pair Canonical Hydrogen Bonds 

 

 

 

Hydrogen Bonds in nucleic acid base pairs 

contribute to the overall stability of the 

DNA/RNA double helix structure. This double 

helix is very stable, and that's partly due to the 

base pair hydrogen bond interactions between 

bases in one strand to the complementary bases 

in the other strand: Purines (Adenine, 

Guanine) with Pyrimidines (Cytosine, 

Thymine, Uracil).  

 

Guanine-Cytosine base pairs can form 3 

hydrogen bond interactions, while Adenine-

Thymine/Uracil can only form 2, thus making 

nucleic acid with more GC base pairs more 

stable than nucleic acid with more AT base 

pairs.. 

 

 

 

 

 

NAFlex Nucleic Acids Flexibility Analysis: Atom Pairs Distances 

 

 

 

 

 

Apart from the Canonical Hydrogen Bond distances, 

sometimes it is interesting to follow the distances 

between different atom pairs.  

 

This information can give clues about 

the flexibility part of a nucleic acid structure and the 

movements that it undergoes during the dynamic 

simulation.  
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NAFlex Nucleic Acids Flexibility Analysis: HB/Stacking Energies 

 

 

Interaction energies between Hydrogen-

Bonded Base Pairs (HB energies) and 

attractive, non-covalent interactions between 

aromatic rings in consecutive 

bases (Stacking energies) are two of the 

most useful analysis in DNA/RNA 

molecules.  

 

Stacking energies can be computed 

between consecutive bases and also between 

bases of different strands.  

 

Hydrogen Bond energies are known to be 

greater inG-C base pairs than in A-T base 

pairs.  

 

 

 

NAFlex Nucleic Acids Flexibility Analysis: Distance Contact Maps 

Analysis results are commonly plotted as contact maps where nucleotide pairs are easy to identify.  

 

 

Information as the distances (for example 

distance mean or minimum distance) 

between all the pair of bases in a nucleic 

structure during a dynamic simulation can 

be very useful to obtain a picture of 

the flexibility of the structure and the 

movements that it undergoes during the 

dynamic simulation.  

 

The most common way to look a this 

information is plotting it with Contact 

Maps. With these plots, a square is painted 

for every nucleotide pair, assigning a color 

depending on the value of the analysis 

(distance in this case). Usually, high values 

out of the diagonal (closest nucleotide pairs) 

are the most interesting and informative 

ones.  
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10.- Software 
 

Software 

NAFlex is powered by an Apache 2. web server with PHP 5. and MySQL 5.0.51. Calculations are redirected to a 

8 core Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU @ 2.67GHz - 16GB RAM cluster managed by a Sun Grid Engine batch manager. 

List of external software used in NAFlex operations: 

 

Program Description Package & Version 

Curves+, Canal Analysis of Nucleic Acids Structure and Flexibility Curves+ 2.0 

Open Babel 
Chemical toolbox designed to work with many languages of 

chemical data. 
Open Babel 2.1.1 

R Statistics Statistical Computing and Graphics software. R 2.15.0 

BLAST Basic Local Alignment Search Tool BLAST 2.2.17 

CMIP Classical Molecular Interaction Potential CMIP 2.5.4 

Gnuplot Plotting tool 
Gnuplot 4.2 

patchlevel 2 

Grace Plotting tool Grace 5.1.21 

GROMACS Molecular Dynamics Simulator GROMACS 4.5.5 

JMol Molecular Graphics Viewer JMol 10.00.46 

MobyLite PerlAPI BioMoby Perl API 
MobyLite PerlAPI 

1.0 

NAMD Molecular Dynamics Simulator NAMD 2.8 

PCAsuite Trajectory compression tool PCASuite 1.1 

PropKa Prediction of protein pKa values Propka 2.0 

Ptraj, cpptraj Structure and dynamic analysis of trajectories Ambertools 12 

tgatoppm, pnmcrop, 

pnmtopng 
Image management Netpbm 10.0 

Tleap MD preparation program Ambertools 1.2 

VMD Molecular Graphics Viewer VMD 1.8.5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://gbio-pbil.ibcp.fr/Curves_plus/Curves+.html
http://openbabel.org/wiki/Main_Page
http://www.r-project.org/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST
http://www.gnuplot.info/
http://www.gnuplot.info/
http://plasma-gate.weizmann.ac.il/Grace/
http://www.gromacs.org/
http://jmol.sourceforge.net/
http://inb.bsc.es/PerlAPI.php
http://inb.bsc.es/PerlAPI.php
http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/namd
http://mmb.irbbarcelona.org/software/pcasuite
http://propka.ki.ku.dk/
http://ambermd.org/#AmberTools
http://netpbm.sourceforge.net/
http://ambermd.org/#AmberTools
http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/vmd
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12.- Supplementary Tables 
 

Helical Parameter Average Values Supplementary Tables 

 

Average Helical Parameters and standard deviations for the unique base pair steps 

Pablo D. Dans, Alberto Pérez, Ignacio Faustino, Richard Lavery and Modesto Orozco. 

Exploring polymorphisms in B-DNA helical conformations. 
Nucleic Acids Research. (2012). 

(Supplementary table S3) 

 Amount of data(N), average values and standard deviation of the six intra-strand base pair 

parameters for the 10 unique bps.  

 For each step, the naked-DNA structures (first row), all the PDB structures (second row), and 

results from MD simulations with parmbsc0 (third row) are shown.  

 Values for simulations were obtained from time averages computed for individual steps in each 

sequence. 

 Rotational parameters are in degrees (Twist, Tilt, Roll), and translational ones (Shift, Slide, 

Rise) in Å. 

 Complementary steps (e.g. AG and CT) have the same average except for a change in sign of 

Shift and Tilt, and the same standard deviation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://mmb.pcb.ub.es/mmb3-dev/MDWeb/help.php?id=helicalParamsTable
http://mmb.pcb.ub.es/mmb3-dev/MDWeb/help.php?id=helicalParamsTable
http://mmb.pcb.ub.es/mmb3-dev/MDWeb/help.php?id=helicalParamsTable
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Average Intra-Base Pair & Base Pair Axis Helical Parameters and standard deviations for the 

AT, GC base pairs 

R. Lavery, K. Zakrzewska, D. Beveridge, T.C. Bishop, D.A. Case, T. Cheatham III, S. Dixit, B. 

Jayaram, F. Lankas, C. Laughton, J.H. Maddocks, A. Michon, R. Osman, M. Orozco, A. Perez, T. 

Singh, N. Spackova, J. Sponer. 

A systematic molecular dynamics study of nearest-neighbor effects on base pair and base pair 

step conformations and fluctuations in B-DNA. 
Nucleic Acids Research. (2010) 38, 299-313. 

(Supplementary table S3) 
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